
MANAGE MULTIPLE CYBER THREATS WITH

ONE SECURITY
SOLUTION



Never Compromise
With Your Security.

Safeguards
Your Business From
All Forms of
Cybercrime

Cutting-edge Digital & 
Automated Security 
Incident Management 
Solution.

Dependable Defence 
Against Cyberattacks And 
Exfiltrations.
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An increasing number of businesses are falling prey to cyberattacks. 
As cybercrime technology evolves, your organization’s sensitive data 
becomes more vulnerable to risks. 

VEEZO can help safeguard your confidential information by 
protecting your data as well as shielding your network. It analyzes 
network communication in real-time, and puts an end to malicious 
activities before they can cause harm.

Rest assured that your corporate assets and networks are safe with 
VEEZO by your side!

Rest assured that your corporate assets and
networks are safe with VEEZO by your side!

VEEZOAbout VEEZO
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VEEZO promptly
Detects & Ends
Malicious Network
Communication.



VEEZO
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VEEZO reinforces
your network’s
defences and
security framework.

VEEZO Guards
your physical and
digital infrastructures,
ensuring constant
protection.

Detection,
Fortification,
Management.



Traditional security systems are inefficient and ineffective in 
mitigating modern-day cyberattacks, which are becoming 
increasingly veiled, vicious, and destructive. A single loophole is 
enough to destroy an organization and shatter its brand. 

The growing need for advanced cybersecurity measures is palpable 
across industries. Further, organizations want to stay one step ahead 
of cybercriminals and proactively work towards foreseeing, 
intercepting, and mitigating IT risks.   

Modern security solutions and services need to be capable of 
empowering organizations to protect themselves from malevolent 
intentions. This becomes even more critical at the time of migrating 
to new digital platforms or cloud-based and mobile systems, or 
whenever the organization is most vulnerable.

VEEZO enables your organization to protect itself with or without 
the presence of a CIO.

VEEZOWhy Choose VEEZO?
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It is critical that
your cybersecurity
evolves with time.



VEEZO
In order to curtail the adverse effects of a cyberattack on your 
organization, it is crucial to minimize the time taken to respond to 
the attack upon its detection.  

VEEZO enables quick interception and implements effective action, 
saving precious time. It also optimizes the overall security, which 
enables organizations to deal with existing and imminent threats.

VEEZOHow VEEZO Works
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The longer you take to remedy 
cyberattacks, the more hostile 
the consequences will be. 

Save valuable time between 
detecting and combatting an 
incident with VEEZO.

VEEZO analyzes, intercepts, and 
alerts IT officials the instant an 
incident is detected. 

Organizational IT teams may 
extrapolate the remedies to their 
systems without worrying about 
the threat proliferating as VEEZO 
will intercept and eliminate the 
very source of the attack.



VEEZO
VEEZO analyzes the movement of communication in real-time, 
without interfering with ongoing operations, and responds 
immediately upon uncovering a threat. This is instrumental in 
averting further malicious activity and behaviors.

CIOs and other IT personnel are alerted of the threat and informed 
of the implications as well as the counteroffensive actions that need 
to employed, depending on the severity of the attack.

Users can gain centralized visibility over their business units 
regardless of their number and location.  

Every doubtful communication is relayed at the VEEZO Threat 
Analysis Center to discern its legitimacy. VEEZO employs 
revolutionary technology to analyze and respond to existing and/or 
looming cyber threats. Any communication classified as malicious is 
automatically intercepted and eliminated.

VEEZO smartly investigates the content and context of all inbound 
and outbound communication.

VEEZOCollaborative Analysis
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VEEZO is an autonomous solution. It activates in a matter of 
minutes, and scrutinizes as well as analyzes end-to-end network 
communications for risks and threats. 

Your existing tools will easily synchronize with the Veezo Threat 
Analysis center, thereby empowering your organization with the 
most contemporary threat detection and protection technology 
there is today.

VEEZOPlug and Protect
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Proving Your Investment in VEEZO before
Making It
At InterHyve, we believe in offering our customers nothing but the 
best. In our effort to ensure you get the desired results from our 
cybersecurity solution, we present to you our PoV (Proof of Value), 
where you can determine the following:

We understand that data and network security and integrity are 
paramount for your organization’s growth. 

Leverage our expertise to stay secure while being prepared for the 
worst. Contact us for PoV today!

Did VEEZO perform as per your expectation? Was it quick to 
respond to potential threats? How much effort was involved?
How easy was it for the majority of people across your enterprise 
to adopt VEEZO and integrate it with their processes?
How were the most critical performance metrics measured? Did 
they enhance the PoV?
How many people were using VEEZO at the start and the end of 
the PoV?

VEEZO



VEEZO

37-39 Rue de Vermont
1202 Genève, Switzerland

�

END US A MAIL
info@interhyve.com

�

 CALL US ON
+41 22 740 28 29 

�

MON - FRI
8:00 – 19:00

�


